
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SEMINAR PROGRAMME 

Download PDF version  

 

9.15     Registration & Welcome Coffee 

 

9.15      Welcome  

Marco Margheri, President, WEC Italy 

 

Institutional address 

Gilberto Dialuce, Director General for Infrastructures and Security of Energy and Geo-mineral 

systems, MISE 

 

10.00    Outlook on Global and European wind energy 

Moderator: Luca Bragoli, Member of board, WEC Italy 

Keynote Speeches:  

Sylvain Cail, Head of Global Energy Forecasting, Enerdata 

Dolf Gielen, Innovation and Technology Center Director, IRENA 

Giles Dickson, CEO, WIND Europe 

Priit Mändmaa, Secretary General, WEC Estonia 

 

10.45    Deep dive on wind energy national perspectives  

Keynote Speeches: 

UK: Declan Burke, Director Clean Electricity, Energy Strategy & White Paper, BEIS 

Estonia: Timo Tatar, Deputy Secretary General for Energy, Ministry of Economic Affairs and 

Communications 

Germany: focus on wind energy perspectives - IRENA 

France: focus on wind energy perspectives – Enerdata 

 

11.35    Roundtable - Talk opened to all attendees 

Moderator: Paolo D'Ermo, Secretary General, WEC Italy  

Discussion points: 

- EU Energy & Climate Plans 

- The role and perspectives of wind in national energy mixes 

- The challenges of wind park deployment in Europe 

- New business model and technologies for repowering, offshore and onshore developments 

 

13.15    Closing Remarks  

Guido Bortoni, Senior Adviser in DG-Energy - Internal Energy Market Regulation, European 

Commission  

 

13.30     Networking Lunch  
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ATTENDEES AND PRESENTATIONS  

 

Alberto Biancardi, International Relations Manager, GSE 

Alessio Borriello, Head of Strategic Development and Communication Department, Acquirente Unico 

Andrea Lolli, Head of Central institutional affairs; government relations; sustainability and institutional affairs 

Italy, Enel  

Anusha Appadoo, International Public Affairs, ERG 

Bianca Longobardi, Legation Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation 

Carlo Zorzoli, Head of Business Development, Enel Green Power – PDF PRESENTATION 

Christian Mollard, Head of Marketing & Sales, Enerdata 

Clare James, Climate Change and Energy Officer, Rome British Embassy 

Declan Burke, Director Clean Electricity, Energy Strategy & White Paper, UK Department for Business, Energy 

& Industrial Strategy  

Dolf Gielen, Innovation and Technology Center Director, IRENA – PDF PRESENTATION 

Francesco Balestrino, Renewable and Green Technologies Product manager, Saipem  

Gianluca Marini, Head of Consulting, Solutions & Services Division, CESI – PDF PRESENTATION 

Gilberto Dialuce, Director General for Infrastructures and Security of Energy and Geo-mineral systems, MISE 

Giles Dickson, CEO, WIND Europe – PDF PRESENTATION 

Giovanni Sebastiani, Chief Financial Officer, E2i Energie Speciali – PDF PRESENTATION 

Guido Bortoni, Senior Adviser in DG-Energy - Internal Energy Market Regulation, European Commission 

Juan Ortiz Noval, Head of Network Development, E-distribuzione – PDF PRESENTATION 

Loredana Vaccari, Public Affairs & Communication Executive Assistant, ERG 

Luca Bragoli, Head of International and Institutional Affairs, ERG 

Luca Di Carlo, Scientific Secretary, ANEV - PDF PRESENTATION 

Lucia Bormida, Chief Public Affairs & Communication Officer, ERG 

Marco Margheri, President, WEC Italy 

Paolo D'Ermo, Secretary General, WEC Italy 

Paolo Storti, Energy Analyst, WEC Italy 

Pritt Mändmaa, Secretary General, WEC Estonia – PDF PRESENTATION  

Sergio Chiericoni, Chief Business Development Officer, ERG 

Simon Steen Moeller, Public Affairs & Strategic Communication Lead - EU, UK and Germany, ERG 

Simone Mori, President, Elettricità Futura 

Sylvain Cail, Head of Global Energy Forecasting, Enerdata - PDF PRESENTATION PART 1 – PART 2 

Timo Tatar, Deputy Secretary General for Energy, Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications 
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THE WIND OF ENERGY TRANSITION:  

DEEP DIVE INTO EUROPEAN AND NATIONAL WIND ENERGY PERSPECTIVES 

Rome, Radisson Blu Hotel - November 29, 2019 

 

Rome 29.11.2019,  

WEC Italy (the Italian National Committee of the World Energy Council), in collaboration with ERG and E2i 

Energie Speciali and under the patronage of ANEV and Elettricità Futura, hosted the closed-door seminar 

"The Wind of Energy Transition", a multi-stakeholder dialogue between institutions, organizations 

and national and international companies active in the European wind sector, in order to exchange 

experiences and information on policies, regulations, wind farm development programs, best practices and 

innovative business models. 

Representatives from IRENA, Wind Europe, Enerdata, Ministries of UK, Estonia and Italy and the 

European Commission, together with the Italian associations and companies Elettricità Futura, Anev, 

GSE, Erg, E2i, Enel and Cesi, took part into the debate. 

According to data from the International Renewable Energy Agency - IRENA, by 2040 renewable energy will 

satisfy 40% of global electricity demand. This, combined with greater electrification and energy efficiency 

measures, would make it possible to reduce over 90% of the CO2 emissions related to the energy sector. 

Among renewable sources, wind power, onshore and offshore, would generate over a third of the total 

electricity needs, becoming the main source of electricity generation. In Europe, instead, wind power will hold 

the record starting from 2030, becoming the first source of the electric mix in the region, with offshore 

installations and re-powering that will represent the major areas of growth. 

World Energy Council presented the findings from the European survey "Report on Spatial Planning 

Principles and Technical Restrictions for Wind Park Developments" on policies, regulations and standards 

for wind development in 11 countries (Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, 

Poland, Spain and Sweden) which provides an up-to-date picture of the regulations relating to the territorial 

planning of wind farms, technical requirements / restrictions for the construction of wind generators and 

possible schemes for compensation and involvement of local communities. 

WEC Italy’s chairman, Marco Margheri, in the opening of the seminar said: "With this seminar, WEC Italy 

continues contributing to the development of the international debate on the energy transition. The 

Association has just launched the WEC Italy’s Ambassadorship program which will identify, also on the issue 

of the energy mixes and renewable sources evolution, companies-Ambassadors with which strengthening in-

https://www.wec-italia.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/press-release.pdf
https://www.wec-italia.org/
https://www.erg.eu/it/home
http://www.e2ienergiespeciali.it/
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https://www.elettricitafutura.it/


Live tweeting:  

Official hashtag:  

#WINDofTRANSITION 

@WEC_Italia 

@ERGnow 

@E2i_energi 

@AnevEolico 

@E_Futura 

 

depth thematic paths such as the one of today. The richness and diversity of the Italian energy system 

gathered in WEC allows us to deepen in our debates all the aspects and opportunities of the energy supply 

chains”. 

Lucia Bormida Chief Public Affairs and Communication Officer of ERG S.p.A. commented: “Data emerging 

from this seminar once again confirm the strategic role of wind energy to achieve the national and European 

decarbonization goals by 2030. Key elements are a faster authorization process and the renewal of the 

existing wind farms. In line with this perspective, ERG has included in its 2018-2022 Business Plan important 

investments in wind power, with new capacity in France, Germany and the UK together with repowering 

activities of its assets in Italy. We are in fact convinced that renewables are a no regret solution to tackle the 

path of energy transition. A fundamental path to fight against climate change”. 

Giovanni Sebastiani, Chief Financial Officer of E2i Energie Speciali Srl stated: “E2i was one of the 

promoters of the Sustainable Wind Renewal Charter in Italy and the first operator to start 3 new repowered 

plants in 2019 in Abruzzo and Basilicata and to launch 3 further repowering projects that will be started by 

2021. E2i also hopes that the authorization procedures for integral reconstruction projects can be simplified 

and speeded up in the future ". 

The seminar was also an opportunity for the leading associations of the Italian wind energy sector Anev and 

Elettricità Futura to reaffirm the importance, in view of the targets outlined in the proposals of "Integrated 

National Plan for Energy and Climate" presented by the UE countries, to enhance a natural, renewable and 

available source as wind energy. As reported in the "Charter for Sustainable Wind Power Renewal" 

proposed by the two Associations, in fact, by promoting repowering activities, it will be possible to give a 

further boost to the development of renewable energies, preserving and at the same time increasing the 

advantages for the territorial communities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information:  

 

WEC Italia: www.wec-italia.org 

Phone. 06/51435403 

 

Erg: www.erg.eu/home 

E2i: www.e2ienergiespeciali.it 
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THE WIND OF ENERGY TRANSITION 
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WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

WEC Italy’s constituency and international stakeholders today talk about present and future of #wind #energy in 
European countries. @WEC_Italia is very glad to host the seminar “The Wind of Energy Transition“ @WECouncil 
@MISE_GOV @ERGnow @E2i_energie 
 

 #WINDofENERGY

Elettricità Futura
@E_Futura · 29 nov

#Wind of #energytransition: patrociniamo evento @WEC_Italia, oggi il 
Presidente Mori discuterà di sviluppo #eolico e #repowering anche in 
vista di target #PianoEnergiaClima bit.ly/2rr5uv6 @WECouncil 
@marcomargheri @WindEurope @ERGnow @E2i_energie @guidobortoni 
@Enerdata

Iniziative ed Eventi | Eventi segnalati | The Wind of Energy Transition
Elettricità Futura patrocina l'evento The Wind of Energy Transition organizzato dal…
elettricitafutura.it
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WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

@marcomargheri chairman @WEC_Italia opens the seminar presenting #WEC Italy's Ambassadorship program on 
#Energytransition's pathways to be deepened with the WEC costituency 
 
#WINDofTRANSITION
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WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

Gilberto Dialuce Dg @MISE_GOV presenting the govermment strategy to promote renewables and Wind #Energy. 
Repowering activities, investiments and the new plants will be facilitated also thanks to easier autorization processes 
and supporting mechanisms 
 
#WINDofTRANSITION
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WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

Sylvain Cail  (@Enerdata): LULUCF Will play a crucial role on reducing CO2 emissions at a global level. #Europe is 
leader on Wind onshore and affshore Wind Energy globally,  but to achieve Paris agreemenst will have to push forward 
the sector  
 
#WINDofTRANSITION
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Enerdata @Enerdata · 29 nov

Sylvain Cail (@Enerdata) speaking at session Outlook on Global & European #WindEnergy, Wind of Energy Transition 
Conference from @WECouncil Italy in Rome today. bit.ly/2rr5uv6 
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@marcomargheri
@WindEurope
@ERGnow
@E2i_energie  
@guidobortoni  
@E_Futura
#WINDofTRANSITION

Iniziative ed Eventi | Eventi segnalati | The Wind of Energy Transition
Elettricità Futura patrocina l'evento The Wind of Energy Transition organizzato dal WEC in…
elettricitafutura.it

WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

Dolf Gielen ( @IRENA ): #Wind onshore and offshore will experience a significative Lcoe cost reduction to 2050 and will 
be the largest generation source globally at that time. A Sector Scale up is expected conseguently  
 
#WINDofTRANSITION #energy #WEC
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WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

Giles Dickson ( @WindEurope ): #Wind cost are stongly competitive in comparison with other renrwables. NECPs are a 
great instrument to promote the sector. The potential of repowering in #Europee is great 
 
#WINDofTRANSITION
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WindEurope @WindEurope · 29 nov

Italy should allow repowering. Current rules prevent us replacing turbines with more efficient machines that would 
operate at much lower cost & produce much more energy. It makes it much more difficult for  to expand wind - 
WindEurope CEO Giles Dickson @ #WindofTransition event

WindEurope
@WindEurope · 29 nov

"Italy should also simplify permitting with a single authority coordinating 
decisions as required now in EU law. And allow wind farm developers to 
deploy the latest technology when they build a wind farm" - WindEurope 
CEO Giles Dickson #WindofTransition

WindEurope
@WindEurope · 29 nov

"Italy should also create a clear legal framework for corporate PPAs. The 
Duferdofin Nucor steel company has just signed one with a wind farm in 
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northern Italy. Many more consumers want to" - WindEurope CEO Giles 
Dickson #WINDofTrANSITION

WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

Priit Mandmaa from #WecEstonia presenting #Wec #Wind Assesment on 11 #EU Countries about programs, 
regulations and practices on Wind Parks projects. Main difficulty reported is spatial planning procedures 
 
#WINDofTRANSITION #energy
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WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

Declan Burke ( @beisgovuk ) : #UK is experiencing a strong and fast reduction of offshore #Wind #Energy prices:  - 
70% beetween 2104 and 2019 
 
#WINDofTRANSITION #windenergy 
 
@WECouncil @ERGnow @E2i_energie @E_Futura @AnevEolico
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WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

Timo Tatar, ( @EconMinEstonia ) #Estonia is finalizing the NECP, that is quite ambicious setting a target of 42% 
renewables share in #Electricity #mix , and #Wind will play a crucial role tripling its share mostly onshore 
 
#WINDofTRANSITION #energy #WEC
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WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

#IRENA: the share of #Wind Power in Germany will grow to 49% in 2050, hydrogen will help to mitigate systems 
imbalances from North to South of the Country 
 
#WINDofTRANSITION #energy #wind
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WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

#Enerdata: In #France carbon neurtality is in low by 2050. Targets are #Energy #efficiency, GHG reduction and RES; 
#Wind will grow from 11% in 2018 to 28% in 2040 in the national capacity mix 
 
#WINDofTRANSITION
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WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

#EU Energy & Climate plans, the role of wind in national Energy mix, challenges of wind park deployment in Europe, 
new business model and technologies for repowering offshore/onshore developments: these the topics of 
#WINDofTRANSITION roundtable session

WEC Italia
@WEC_Italia · 29 nov

#WINDofTRANSITION roundtable - Sergio Chiericoni ( @ERGnow ): long 
time permitting procedures is a big obstacle for the development of 
#Wind sector in #Italy and abroad 
 
#energy #renewables #wec #italia #erg

WEC Italia
@WEC_Italia · 29 nov
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#WINDofTRANSITION roundtable - Simone Mori @E_Futura President: 
there will be an axtraordinary effort to be putted in place to reach the 
#EU #climate goals. Main challanges are favour investment and facilitate 
permitting procedures 
 
#wind #energy #energia #renewables #clima #UE

WEC Italia
@WEC_Italia · 29 nov

#WINDofTRANSITION Alberto Biancardi ( @GSErinnovabili ): in order to 
facilitate the penetration of #renewables and #wind in particular it is also 
important to improve the #Energy #transmission network 
 
#energia #eolico #wec #gse

WEC Italia
@WEC_Italia · 29 nov

#WINDofTRANSITION roundtable - Juan Ortiz Noval, head of #network 
development of @edistribuzione : we need a development of Energy 
#transmission network in order to adeguate It to the increase of 
#renewables

WEC Italia
@WEC_Italia · 29 nov

#WINDofTRANSITION roundtable - Luca Di Carlo, @AnevEolico Scientific 
Secretary: repowering has a strategic importance for #Italy toghether with 
construction of new plants in order to achieve italian #Wind targets 
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#windenergy #energia #energy

WEC Italia
@WEC_Italia · 29 nov

#WINDofTRANSITION roundtable - Giovanni Sebastiani, @E2i_energie : It 
Is important to promote the renewal of existing #Wind Power plants 
 
#wind #energy #energia #rinnovabili

E2i Energie Speciali
@E2i_energie · 29 nov

Giovanni Sebastiani CFO @E2i_energie speaking @WEC_Italia conference 
today emphasizes the value of repowering wind farms to reach 
#RenewableEnergy targets by 2030

The Wind of Energy Transition seminar ends with a lot of valuable reflections.  Thanks to 
all the attendees to their contribute, and thanks to our partner @ERGnow and 
@E2i_energie and patronages @E_Futura and @AnevEolico  
 

WEC Italia
@WEC_Italia · 29 nov

#WINDofTRANSITION roundtable: Carlo Zorzoli, @enelgreenpower:  in 
#Italy the averege permitting time for authorized #Wind Power plant Is 
higher than abroad and this penalize also the technology utilized 

WEC Italia @WEC_Italia
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#energy #renewables #WEC @WEC

WEC Italia
@WEC_Italia · 29 nov

#WINDofTRANSITION roundtable -  
 
Gianluca Marini ( @cesispa ) : adeguate power grid infrastructures, well 
fincioning market design and availability of flexible resource and storage 
systems pillars to facilitate the penetration of VRES in Electricity systems   
 
#energy #energia

CESI SpA @cesispa · 29 nov

In risposta a @WEC_Italia, @WECouncil e altri 5

#CESI is attending  @WEC_Italia seminar with Gianluca Marini, Head of Division ''Consulting, Solutions & Services” who  
will present  the CESI’ angle on the main trends in the #energy transition.
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CESI SpA @cesispa · 29 nov

#CESI is attending  @WEC_Italia seminar. #Italian and #European institutions are among the speakers. One point of 
discussion is about offshore and onshore developments

WEC Italia
@WEC_Italia · 29 nov

#WINDofTRANSITION roundtable - Francesco Balestrino ( #Saipem): one 
of the main issue is to link #Energy #demand with the needs of #investors  
 
#wind #renewables #energia
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Acquirente Unico @AcquirenteU · 29 nov

The wind of energy transition. Wec meeting in Rome. Part of the table. AU, Wec Italy partner, is taking part to the 
meeting with Alessio Borriello, Director of Strategic development and Communication

ERG
@ERGnow · 29 nov

@lbormida The data emerging from this seminar show #windpower’s 
strategic role in reaching national and European #decarbonisation goals 
for 2030 and and that the key aspects are a faster authorisation process 
and the upgrading of the existing #windfarms  #WINDofTRANSITION

ERG
@ERGnow · 29 nov

@lbormida We will be making major investments into #windpower 
because we are positive that #renewables are a no regret solution to 
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tackle #climatechange and the current #energytransition process, where 
we want to be key players #WINDofTRANSITION #greenenERGymakers

WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

Guido Bortoni, @EU_Commission senior adviser in DG-Energy- internal energy market regulation, close the 
#WINDofTRANSITION seminar summing up considerations on the #Wind #Energy perspectives in European countries  
 
#ue #eu #transition
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WEC Italia @WEC_Italia · 29 nov

The Wind of Energy Transition seminar ends with a lot of valuable reflections.  Thanks to all the attendees to their 
contribute, and thanks to our partner @ERGnow and @E2i_energie and patronages @E_Futura and @AnevEolico  
 
#WINDofTRANSITION
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